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February 10- The big sketchpub

March 3 - Last day for submission!

March 24 - Presentationpub April 6- BRUXrelease

Why Quarneval?
Building the Quarneval is something that all students should do at some time. Not

only because of how incredibly fun it is to participate in the Quarneval itself, but also
for everything that comes with it. Building Quarneval is fun, easy and brings 

memories for life!

The most important days of the Quarnevalspring
Dates to remember this spring:

February 4 - MelodifestiValen
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May 6 - Opening of the 
Buildingsite

May 5 - Opening of the 
Öltält

May 13 14:08 - Quarnevalen

1. Gather a team
The team can consist of anyone, friends from the studentassociation, 
your class or other schools. Being over 18 is the only
requirement.

2. Choose Quaptain and First Mate
These two will have the major responsibility
for the team and the construction of the float.

3. Register your team at Bygga.re
At Bygga.re, Quaptain and First Mate will register all information 
about the team and the float. The recommended number of builders 
is at least 10, up to 50.

4. Draw your float
When you have finished the design of your float, Quaptain and First 
Mate will post it on Bygga.re. Here you can fill out what materials you 
will need, a construction plan for the week and a drawing of the float. 
Quarnevalen provides you with some standard materials that can be 
viewed at Bygga.re, but you may also specify other materials that you 
would like, and we will confirm if we can offer those materials or not. 
As a team, you can also fix some materials yourself.

How do you participate?
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Platform carried floats
These floats are built on some form of foundation and will be lifted on top of
the truck platforms on the day of Quarnevalen. The float should then stay
within the dimensions of 2.5m X 8.0m X 3.0m (width X length X height)
size.

Walking
As stated, the walking contributions walk by foot.

Non-motorized
Floats in this class have in common that they travel by wheels but lack motor.

Motorized
This float category includes all floats that run by their own. Keep in mind that
if your contribution requires difficult-to-find special items, the chance of being
able to participate is increased if you yourself have the opportunity to obtain
some of these items.

Float categories
Floats will be divided into different categories. Think about which category your contri-

bution
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The building site is Quarnevalen’s most eventful place! Here you will spend many hours 
building your float, drin-king beer and hanging out with new and old friends!

Opening hours
The building site opens on May 6th and will remain open until Quarnevalen 
on May 13th. Opening hours are 06: 08-18: 08.

Do I have to fix materials myself?
No, you just need to fill out what you want on bygga.re and we will solve the 
rest.

Is the buildingbeer free of charge?
Of course!

The Building site
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The majority of the material used to build floats is wood. Floats that are built in wood
can be loaded on trucks, walked by foot, or travel with or without an engine. Only your

imagination set the limits!

Tools
Everyone who builds a float has access 
to a variety of tools at the building site, 
ranging from power tools to various hand 
tools. You will be able to borrow tools at
the tool station.

Platform carried floats
The floats that are not automotive will 
be lifted onto a truck platform. These are 
then driven by drivers through the Quar-
neval while your team is on the platform. 
In terms of size, the contribution must 
remain within the limits 2.5m X 8.0m X 
3.0m (width X length X height).

Wood
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Tools
In addition to various hand tools, you also 
have access to welds of various kinds, as 
well as more powerful electric tools. You 
will be able to borrow everything you
need from the tool station.

Specialmaterials
Do you need something that is not in the 
standardmateriallist? Contact us to find out 
what we can possibly solve in addition to 
the standard materials!

Steel
Many floats also require the use of steel. These can be loaded on trucks, walked by foot,

or travel with or without motor. Only your imagination set the limits!
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Clothing and spex
A note on steel and wood floats,
is that some builders may walk
along the float through Quarneva-
len. Dress according to your
theme!

If you feel like participating but not building, there is the possibility of organizing other
theatrical contributions. This can be anything from walking as an orchestra to making

your own mardigras!

Walking
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Färg/Paint

Grundfärgerna

Tyg

Olika färger

Stål/Steel

KKR 20x20mm/Steel Beam 20x20mm

KKR 40x40mm/Steel Beam 40x40mm

L-profil 20x20mm/L-profil 20x20mm

L-profil 40x40mm/L-profil 40x40mm

Armeringsjärn/Rebar

Tunnplåt/Sheet Metal

Trä/Wood

Virke 1"x2"/Softwood 1"x2"

Virke 1"x4"/Softwood 1"x4"

Virke 2"x2"/Softwood 2"x2"

Virke 2"x4"/Softwood 2"x4"

Plywood tunn/Plywood thin

Plywood tjock/Plywood thick

Standardmaterials
Quarnevalen provides you with a lot of standard materials that all teams

have access to. If you need any extra material beyond this, specify it in the
submission portal.

Övrigt/Other

Papp/Paperboard

Hönsnät/Chicken Wire

Plaströr 20mm/Plastic Pipe 20mm

Rep/Rope

Stålvajer/Steel Cable

Lastpall/Pallet

Cykel/Bicycle

Tapetklister/Wallpaper Adhesive

Oljefat/Oil Drum

Silvertejp/Duct Tape
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Quaptain and First Mate are responsible for their entire team. These are the two people
who will have the closest contact with Staben, but first of all Tågstyret. During the

spring, there are some extra dates that Quaptain and the First Mate need to keep track
of.

Final Submission 3/3
Now all members of the team must be registered and the float drawings submitted
on the website!

Presentationpub 24/3
Here you will find out if your float qualified or not!

QM1 and QM2
Two info meetings for all Quaptains and First Mates. Will be held at the
end of March and the end of April. Here you get all the important information
about building floats, building site security and extra activities
related to the week of Quarnevalen.

Qs-fest!
Obviously, those who work extra hard should get paid for the effort. The
staff organizes a party for all Quaptains and First Mates where we invite
you to a fun party in genuine Q-spirit!

Quaptain and First Mate

I don’t know what to draw!
Want to join but don’t know what to build? 
There are no stupid ideas! The contributions 
have historically been a mixture of contempo-
rary satire,beautiful floats in papier-mache
and wood or more advanced contributions
in steel. Your imagination is the limit!
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Big Sketch pub 10/2

Submission!!! 3/3

Presentationpub 24/3

Buildingsite opens 6/5

Quarnevalen 13/5

What are the dates?
The buildingsite is open between 
6/5 - 13/5
 
What times is the buildingsite 
open?
06:08-18:08

What does it cost?
The buildingfee is 2500kr per per-
son, however, you have the oppor-
tunity to get your money back when 
you sell our popular BRUXanvis-
ningen.

What is BRUX?
BRUXanvisningen is Quarnevalens 
very own newspaper. Filled with 
studentikosa texts and satire, it has 
become a well-known feature of 
Stockholmers’ Quarnevalspring.

Is the buildingbeer free of 
charge?
Of course!

Do I have to fix materials 
myself?
No, you just need to fill out what 
you want on bygga.re and we will 
solve the rest.

Important dates

FAQ



TG - Tågeneral

Jenny Edsvik - taggeneral@quarnevalen.se

BC - Byggchef

Erik Anderberg - bygg@quarnevalen.se

KC - Komchef

David Hagsten - kom@quarnevalen.se

QVAL - Qvalitetschef

Patrik ”Poppe” Lundqvist - qval@quarnevalen.se

QPOL - Q-polchef

Fritz Zsiga - qc@quarnevalen.se

Contact


